Evidence for second-order singleton suppression based on probabilistic expectations
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Abstract
Decades of research in attention have shown that salient distractors (e.g., a color singleton) tend to capture
attention. However, in most studies, singleton distractors are just as likely to be present as absent. We
therefore have little knowledge of how probabilistic expectations of the salient distractor's occurrence and
features affect suppression. In three experiments, we explored this question by manipulating the frequency
of a singleton distractor and the variability of its color within a search display. We found that increased
expectations regarding the occurrence of the singleton distractor eliminated the singleton RT cost and
reduced the number of first saccades to the singleton. In contrast, expectations regarding variability in the
singleton color did not affect singleton capture. This was surprising and suggests the ability to suppress
second order salience over and above that of first order features. We next inserted the probe display that
included a to-be-reported letter inside each shape between search trials to measure if attention went to
multiple objects. The letter in the singleton location was reported less often in the high frequency condition,
suggesting proactive suppression of expected singleton. Additionally, we found that trial-to-trial repetitions
of a singleton (irrespective of its color and location) facilitated performance (i.e., singleton repetition
priming), but repetitions of its specific color or location did not. Together our findings demonstrate that
attentional capture by a color singleton distractor is attenuated by probabilistic expectations of its
occurrence, but not of its color and location.

Keywords: attentional capture; distractor suppression; visual search; probabilistic expectation; repetition
priming
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Significance
The mechanisms of target selection have been well-studied whereas those of distractor suppression are
less well understood. One of reasons may be that there is still disagreement about whether salient
distractors necessarily capture attention, which has led to a rich debate regarding the automaticity of
attentional capture by stimulus saliency. However, these previous studies have primarily pitted attentional
goals based on the target search strategy against perceptual saliency that cannot be predicted. We
therefore have little knowledge of how probabilistic expectations affect attentional capture by a singleton
distractor, yet performance in real-world environments rely heavily on expectations. We address this
question in a series of three studies. Our results demonstrate that increased expectations regarding the
occurrence of the singleton distractor eliminated attentional capture (indexed by search RT and first
saccades). In contrast, expectations regarding singleton feature (i.e., color) did not affect singleton
capture, even when there were 192 different singleton colors used. These results suggest that attentional
capture by a singleton distractor is attenuated by probabilistic expectations of its occurrence, but not its
specific color and location. This indicates that distractor suppression, like target selection, can operate at
different levels of stimulus processing and be flexibly attuned to the type of information expected within
the current environment.
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Introduction

In visually complex environments, the role of visual attention is to selectively guide sensory
processing towards goal relevant information and to avoid attentional perseveration on task-irrelevant
distractions (Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992; Folk & Remington, 1998; Folk & Remington, 2008;
Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989; Egeth & Yantis, 1997; Bacon & Egeth, 1994; Folk, Leber, & Egeth,
2002). Thus, the success of information selection depends on the dual mechanisms of target selection and
distractor suppression (Chun & Marois, 2002). The mechanisms of target selection have been wellstudied and shown to depend on how the target is defined. For example, selective enhancements occur for
specific target features (i.e., feature-based selection; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Duncan, Humphreys, &
Ward, 1997; Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2004; Maunsell & Treue, 2006) or second order properties such
as the target being a shape singleton (i.e., singleton detection mode; Bacon & Egeth, 1994; Balan &
Gottlieb, 2006; Proulx & Serences, 2006). However, the mechanisms of distractor suppression are less
well understood.
One reason for this may be that there is still disagreement about what defines the saliency of a
non-target distractor and whether salient distractors necessarily capture attention. Even within widely
used paradigms, such as the additional singleton paradigm (Theeuwes, 1992) in which targets are defined
by a unique shape (e.g., circle amongst squares) and salient distractors are defined by a unique color (e.g.,
red amongst green objects), different manipulations have led to opposite conclusions. For example, Bacon
and Egeth (1994) found singleton distractors no longer captured attention when search for the target
switched from a “unique” shape (i.e., singleton-detection mode), to a specific feature such as diamond
shape (i.e., engaging feature search mode). They concluded that the distraction was based not on
distractor properties, but on the target search strategy, or "attentional set" (Bacon & Egeth, 1994; Folk,
Remington, et al., 1992; Lamy & Egeth, 2003; Leber & Egeth, 2006). However, Theeuwes (2004, 2010)
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argued in response that the singleton distractor does automatically capture attention, and the first saccadic
eye-movement, under feature search mode as long as spatial attention is broad and the target can be
detected without the need for narrow serial search (Theeuwes, Kramer, Hahn, & Irwin, 1998; Born,
Kerzel, & Theeuwes, 2011; Theeuwes, 1991, 1992, 2013; Theeuwes , Kramer, Hahn, et al., 1998;
Franconeri & Simons, 2003; Yantis & Jonides, 1984; Lavie, 1995; Lavie, Ro, & Russell, 2003). These
studies have led to a rich debate regarding the automaticity of attentional capture by stimulus saliency, but
they have primarily pitted attentional goals based on the target search strategy against perceptual saliency
(e.g., feature uniqueness) that cannot be predicted. However, more recent work has shown that
probabilistic expectations about distractors can reduce, or in some cases even eliminate, behavioral costs
associated with attentional capture when all task and stimulus properties are held constant. Such
expectations can be explicit, analogous to attentional facilitation by target cueing (Posner, 1980). For
example, Moher, Abrams, Egeth, Yantis, and Stuphorn (2011), used a singleton search paradigm in which
subjects were asked to make a first saccade to a uniquely shaped (circle or square) green target amongst
uniformly shaped (opposite shape to the target) green distractors; critically, prior to each search display, a
probabilistic cue ("90%" or "10%") appeared and indicated the likelihood of one distractor being a red
singleton in the upcoming display. Despite the fact that the stimulus properties were identical across
probability conditions, the red singleton distractor was more likely to capture the first saccade following
the "10%" cue than the "90%" cue. This suggests that the strength of distractor suppression was
modulated by explicitly formed expectations. Similar enhancements in distractor suppression have been
found in response to an explicit spatial cue of an upcoming distractor's location or cues of a distractor
feature (Arita, Carlisle, & Woodman, 2012; Moher & Egeth, 2012, Cunningham & Egeth, 2016, Moher et
al., 2011; van Diepen, Miller, Mazaheri, & Geng, 2016).
In addition to explicit cueing, expectations shaped by short- and long- term statistical experiences
that are known to guide selective attention for targets (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994, 1996; Geng &
Behrman, 2002, 2005; Jiang, Swallow, Rosenbaum, & Herzig, 2013; Kristjansson & Campana, 2010;
Failing & Theeuwes, 2014; 2017), and have been more recently found to also guide distractor suppression
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(Ferrante et al., 2017, Geyer, Müller, & Krummenacher, 2008; Wang & Theeuwes, 2018a, 2018b). For
example, Geyer et al. (2008) asked participants to find a green circle among eight green diamonds. On
some trials, one diamond was colored red (i.e., color singleton). They manipulated the frequency of trials
with the color singleton (20%, 50%, and 80%) and found that the size of attentional capture reduced as
the probability of singleton increased. In the 80% block, attentional capture was completely eliminated. A
subsequent study (Muller, Geyer, Zehetleitner, & Krummenacher, 2009), also used a high probability of
color singleton distractors, but introduced a "rare" singleton color in addition to the frequent singleton
color. Even though the frequent singleton color was again entirely suppressed, the novel singleton color
produced a performance cost, albeit a smaller one than when all singletons were rare. Vatterot and Vecera
(2012) found similar results in a feature-search paradigm when new color singletons were introduced after
a period of color stability using only 50% singleton-present displays. From these studies, it appears that
singleton suppression is sensitive to the likelihood of occurrence and involves the suppression of specific
features rather than the suppression of second order "salience" (Moher et al., 2011; Theeuwes, 2004;
Gaspelin et al., 2017; Gaspelin & Luck, 2017, 2018).
More recently, Vatterott, Mozer, and Vecera (2018) examined the generalizability of suppression
to singletons of varying colors. Subjects searched for a circle-shaped target amongst distractors of the
same color but that varied in shape; color singletons appeared on 50% of trials. In contrast to previous
studies, there was one condition in which singletons were all one color and another in which four (or six)
singleton colors alternated. Both conditions were followed by blocks with new singleton colors. They
found that exposure to one singleton color early on resulted in a performance cost (i.e., RT increase) when
a new color singleton appeared, but exposure to four (or six) singleton colors led to the generalization of
suppression to new colors – there was no increase in attentional capture by the new singleton colors when
they were introduced. Thus, the appearance of a never-before-seen singleton captured attention when
subjects were expecting consistent singleton colors, but was suppressed when the observer had been
exposed to color variability (Horstmann, 2002, 2005; Baldi & Itti, 2010). Interestingly, Vatterot et al.
(2018) did not argue that the generalization was due to suppression of second order salience, but rather
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due to a combination of slow decaying memory traces for each singleton color and generalization of that
suppression to feature-similar colors. Their conclusions converge well with a recent finding in which
exposure to a consistent group of distractors during visual search "training" led to generalized suppression
to broadly similar new "test" distractors, but not dissimilar distractors (Won & Geng, 2018).
Together, these previous results suggest that distractor suppression may be more flexible than
once thought and highly sensitive to probabilistic expectations. But they leave open the question of
whether feature generalization is sensitive to frequency manipulations based on repeated exposure to
specific exemplars only, or if it can also extend to the second order representations of "salience" (Moher
et al., 2012, Gaspelin & Luck, 2017, 2018). In the current studies, we explore this question by
simultaneously manipulating expectations about the singleton distractor's frequency of occurrence and its
variability of color using the additional singleton paradigm; importantly, the target is always a shapesingleton, which precludes the use of feature-search mode and makes it more difficult to ignore color
singleton distractors (Bacon & Egeth, 1994). We hypothesized that expectations of the singleton's
occurrence and color contribute independently to distractor suppression and therefore performance should
be best when the singleton distractor is consistently one color and appears frequently; and performance
should be worst when the singleton distractor is rare and of varying colors. However, if it is possible to
suppress singletons based on second order salience and not just direct experience with specific feature,
then performance will be equal when singleton colors are fixed and mixed, while still being modulated by
frequency of occurrence.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we test the influence of a singleton distractor’s frequency of occurrence and
color variability on attentional capture. The frequency of singletons was manipulated in the high
frequency condition (singleton on 80% of trials) and the low frequency condition (singleton on 20% of
trials). Variability in singleton color was manipulated in a mixed color condition (randomly colored
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singletons) and a fixed color condition (only one singleton color shown). We hypothesize that the
predictability of the singleton distractor’s occurrence and color would increase the ease with which it is
suppressed. However, it is also possible that feature expectations can be based on second order salience
rather than specific features, in which case, color variability may have limited impact on performance
while preserving the effect of frequency.

Method

Participants. Twenty undergraduates from UC Davis (mean age=21.35 years, SD=2.3, range=18-27; 8
males; 4 left-handed) participated for course credit. The primary a priori analyses of interest involve the
effects of singleton frequency and color variability. However, the most similar prior studies using
probability manipulations of singleton frequency did not report effect sizes (Geyer et al., 2008; Moher et
al., 2011). We therefore used a combination of related studies to estimate sample size. First, Wang and
Theeuwes (2018) used a spatial probability manipulation of singleton distractors and reported a partial
eta-squared of .74 using a sample size of 20, resulting in estimated power of .98. Second, Gaspelin and
Luck (2017, Experiment 1) found a Cohen’s d = .789 for the “singleton presence cost” using a sample
size of 24, resulting in power of .95. We therefore used a sample size of twenty as a conservative
estimate. Consistent with this expectation, the calculated effect size from the most similar contrast in our
current study resulted in Cohen’s d = 1.107. All provided informed consent in accordance with NIH
guidelines provided through the UCD Institutional Review Board.
Stimuli and apparatus. Each participant sat in a sound-attenuated, dimly lit room, 60 cm from the
monitor. Stimuli were displayed on a 27-in. Asus LCD monitor (2560 x 1440 pixels), with a refresh rate
of 60 Hz. Stimuli were generated using (www.mathworks.com), with Psychtoolbox extensions (Brainard,
1997; Pelli, 1997). Gaze position of the right eye was monitored using an EyeLink 1000 desktop mount
eye-tracker sampling at 500 Hz (SR Research, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). Search displays contained
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six shapes drawn in gray (36.3 cd/m2), five diamonds, (1.1° x 1.1°) and one circle (.9° in diameter) or one
diamond and five circles on a black background (.21 cd/m2). The eccentricity (center of each item to the
center of screen) was 4°. Each shape contained a black line subtending .05° x .3° that was randomly tilted
45° to the left or right. The target shape appeared equally often in six positions. Importantly, on some
trials, one distractor was drawn in color, i.e., the “color singleton”. Note that hereafter, “singleton” refers
a uniquely colored distractor object (cf. the target defined shape-singleton).
Singleton colors were based on two sets of four colors (adopted from Experiment 4 in Gaspelin &
Luck, 2017). The first set was orange (22.5 cd/m2), pink (21.0 cd/m2), green (22.5 cd/m2), and blue (22.3
cd/m2). The second set was teal (23.1 cd/m2), gold (22.2 cd/m2), red (21.5 cd/m2), and purple (22.5
cd/m2). The colors within a set were chosen to be maximally different from each other in hue. The color
set assignment was counterbalanced across subjects. Participants were encouraged to ignore the color
singleton. The singleton location was equally, but randomly chosen to be next to the target, one distractor
away from the target, or the opposite to the target. A white fixation cross (.4°x.4°) appeared before each
search display.

Design and procedure. The experiment was composed of four main experimental blocks corresponding to
the singleton frequency (low, high) x singleton color (mixed, fixed) experimental design. In the “low–
mixed” block, the singleton appeared on 20% of trial and varied color randomly between three colors
trial-by trial; in the “low–fixed” block, the singleton appeared on 20% of trials and was always only one
fixed color; in the “high–mixed” block, the singleton appeared on 80% of trials and varied color randomly
between three colors trial-by trial; and finally, in the “high–fixed” block, the singleton appeared on 80%
of trials, but was always one fixed color. The order of these four blocks was randomized across
participants.
Each block began with a 13-point eye-tracker calibration procedure. Each trial began with a
fixation cross at the center of the screen, which participants were asked to fixate. When participants
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continuously fixated on the cross at least 150-ms, search display appeared after 350-ms fixation display.
We used this gaze-contingent display to force the participants to start search from the center. Once the
search display appeared, participants searched for the target, defined as the unique shape, called “shape
singleton”. The target was either a circle among five identical diamonds or a diamond among five
identical circles. The task was to report whether the bar inside the target shape was tilted to the left or
right by pressing “z” or “x” for those who were left-handed, or by pressing “.” or “?” for those who were
right-handed. Upon response or after 5-sec without any responses, the display was removed and auditory
and visual feedback given (Figure 1). Auditory feedback was composed of an up-chirp tone for correct
responses and a low-pitch tone for incorrect responses; visual feedback consisted of a gray fixation for
correct responses and white fixation plus a 2-sec delay for incorrect responses. Participants completed 60
trials in each of the four experimental blocks. An additional mini block of 30 search trials that did not
have any singleton distractors occurred between experimental blocks in order to reduce carry-over
expectations regarding the singleton.

……

+

Until response
500-ms

+

Until response
500-ms

Figure 1. Experiment 1 trial procedure. Participants were asked to search for a uniquely shaped target,
and report the orientation of bar inside (left or right). A colored distractor (i.e., singleton) appeared on
some trials (in this example, on the second trial).
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Analyses. The destination of the first saccade on each trial was classified as being in one of seven interest
areas (IA; 2°x 2° each). Each IA was centered over each of the six items and the fixation point. Saccade
end points were classified as being to the target, the singleton, or any non-singleton item based on its the
nearest IA. Trials were excluded from analysis if any of the following were true: there was no eye
movement (.6%), the first fixation landed more than 1.75° from the edge of the nearest IA (3.1%), or the
response was inaccurate or the RT was longer than 3SD above the block mean (3.9%). This resulted in the
exclusion of 7.5% of the data. The p value of post hoc comparisons following analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) were Greenhouse–Geisser corrected. We also provide the Bayes factor corresponding to the t
test (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009). Bayes factors quantify the relative likelihood of
obtaining the observed data under the null hypothesis compared to the alternative hypothesis and have the
advantage of being equally well suited to quantify the evidence for and against the null hypothesis.
Evidence in favor of the null hypothesis is denoted as BF01 and in favor of the alternative hypothesis as
BF10. Overall accuracy was high (mean: 97.2%; SD: 2%), therefore we only focused RT in subsequent
analyses. All raw data are publicly available in
https://osf.io/v8ct4/?view_only=e810dc0301d941c3b32502d828b0f2ce.

Results and discussion

Visual search RT. The primary purpose of this experiment was to determine whether attentional capture
by the singleton distractor would decrease with increasing frequency and color stability. We conducted a
three-way ANOVA with singleton frequency (low, high), singleton color (mixed, fixed), and singleton
presence (present, absent) (Figure 2). Search RTs were overall longer for the mixed color condition than
fixed color condition (difference: 55-msec), F(1, 19) = 5.50, p = .030, η2 = .22, and for the singleton
present condition than the singleton absent condition (difference: 121-msec), F(1, 19) = 66.96, p < .001,
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η2 = .78. Search RTs for the two singleton frequency conditions did not differ (13-msec), F < 1.
Importantly, there was a significant two-way interaction between singleton frequency and singleton
presence, F(1, 19) = 64.50, p < .001, η2 = .77. Other interactions were not significant (smallest p = .345).
Post-hoc pairwise t-tests indicated that the significant two-way interaction was due to a significant
singleton presence cost (i.e., longer RT for singleton present than absent trials) in the low frequency
block, t(19) = 11.25, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.52, Log(BF10) = 16.43, but no singleton presence cost in the
high frequency block, t(19) = 1.07, p = .30, Cohen’s d = .24, BF01 = 2.61 (Figure 2)1. Note that in the low
frequency condition, the BF shows that the data is 1.370e+7 times more likely to be observed if the
alternative hypothesis were true than if the null hypothesis were true, whereas in the high frequency
condition the data was 2.61 times more likely to be observed if the null hypothesis were true than if the
alternative hypothesis were true (Figure 2). Notably, the lack of an interaction between singleton color
and singleton presence (F < 1) suggests that having mixed (compared to fixed) singleton colors did not
selectively modulate the strength of attentional capture by the singleton. Thus, surprisingly, expectations
of the specific singleton color did not improve singleton suppression, but stronger expectations about the
immediate appearance of any singleton did.

1

To investigate any possible statistical biases from uneven trials between two conditions, we randomly subsampled trials from
the condition with more trials to match the condition with fewer, and then compared their means using a pair-wise t-test. We did
this 10,000 times and created a permuted distribution of t-values. This was done for all conditions with unequal numbers of trials
in all three experiments (e.g., singleton trials vs. subsample non-singleton trials in the low frequency conditions; subsampled
singleton trials vs. non-singleton trials in the high frequency condition). In every comparison that is reported as significant in the
manuscript, fewer than 5% of the permuted t-values was below the critical t-value (one- and two-tailed) unless otherwise noted.
The distributions of t-values for comparisons that are reported as being non-significant were all centered around zero. This
indicates that conditions with the smaller number of trials had sufficient numbers to accurately estimate the central tendency of
responses in that condition.
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Exp 1. Singleton presence cost

Singleton Absent
Singleton Present
Singleton presence cost
(msec)

Response time (msec)

A.

Exp 1. Search RT

1500
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1100
900
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Fixed Color
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Fixed Color

B.
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Fixed Color

300
200
100
0
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Figure 2. Results from Experiment 1. A. Search RTs. The number in each bar indicates the error rate (%).
B. Singleton presence costs (calculated by RT singleton present trials minus singleton absent trials) by
singleton frequency and color variability. All error bars shown here and in subsequent figures represent
within-subject 95% confidence intervals (Loftus & Masson, 1994).

Repetition priming. Because frequency effects are often intertwined with repetition priming, we next
compared search RTs on each trial (N) as a function of the previous trial (N-1) for singleton repetitions
and color repetitions. In order to maximize the number of trials included for analysis, the data from
different blocks were collapsed (the average number of singleton repetition trials was 76; the average
number of singleton non-repetition trials was 37), although, most trials will inevitably come from high
frequency blocks. Consistent with the finding that RTs were shorter in the high frequency blocks
compared to low frequency blocks, there was a significant color-nonspecific singleton repetition priming
effect, t(19) = 2.86, p = .01, Cohen’s d = .64, BF10 = 5.14. When a singleton was present on a second
consecutive trial (irrespective of color), RTs were shorter. However, the RT benefit from a singleton
repetition (~55-ms) was less than the overall benefit of the high frequency manipulation (~200-ms). This
suggests that the probabilistic expectations operated over and above that of single-trial repetition priming
alone2.

2

The permutation analysis using matched numbers of trials in the two conditions showed more than 95% of t-values greater than
the critical one-tailed t-value, but only 89% of the data above the critical two-tailed t-value. These results are consistent with our
findings that singleton repetition suppression is a significant but weaker effect than the frequency effect in our study (BF10 = 5.14
vs. BF10 = 1.370e+7).
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In contrast, there was no evidence for repetition priming based on the singleton color, (the
average number of color repetition trials was 49.9; the average number of color non-repetition trials was
26.1), t < 1, BF01 = 4.27, which is consistent with the lack of RT differences between mixed and fixed
color blocks (Figure 3). In addition to these effects, we further tested repetitions of the singleton location.
Interestingly, there was also no evidence for significant singleton location priming (the average number of
location repetition trials was 13.2; the average number of location non-repetition trials was 62.9), t < 1,
BF01 = 2.983. In sum, there was robust repetition priming on trials with consecutive singletons, but there
was no priming based on the singleton color or location. The finding that distractor singleton repetition
suppression can be location- and color-general, suggests the mechanisms of distractor suppression may
operate directly on the second order property of being a "singleton" stimulus.

A.

1300
1200
1100

Repeat
present

Noabsent
repeat

B.

1400

Response time (msec)

1400

1000

Exp 1. Singleton Color
Repetition

Exp 1. Singleton Location
Repetition
Response time (msec)

Response time (msec)

Exp 1. Singleton Repetition

1300
1200
1100
1000

Repeat
Repeat
same

NoNo
repeat
different
repeat

C.

1400
1300
1200
1100
1000

Repeat Repeat
same No repeat
Nodifferent
repeat

Figure 3. Singleton repetition priming in Experiment 1. A. Singleton presence, B. Singleton location, and
C. Singleton color repetition priming. The error bars represent within-subject 95% confidence intervals.

First saccades. The RT results demonstrated a greater singleton presence cost in the low frequency
condition, but this could be due to either greater attentional capture by the singleton or a greater filtering
cost (Becker, 2007; Folk & Remington, 1998) – a preattentive delay in the allocation of spatial attention
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To test whether singleton location repetition acts within a broader spatial range (i.e., has poor spatial resolution), we expanded
the repetition locations to the two adjacent locations, and found no significant singleton location repetition effects in Experiment
1, t(19) = 1.08, p = .29, BF01 = 2.57, or in Experiment 3, t(19) = .70, p = .49, BF01 = 3.45. However, a weak but significant
repetition effect was found in Experiment 2, t(19) = 2.24, p = .037, BF10 = 1.75. Given the inconsistent effects, we refrain from
drawing strong conclusions about the presence of broad spatial repetition suppression.
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as the system resolves the competition between the two “pop-out” objects (i.e., the target and singleton,
DiQuattro & Geng, 2017). We therefore used eye-movements as an indicator of spatial attention to test
between these two hypotheses. If the greater singleton presence cost in the low frequency condition was
due to attentional capture, we would expect more first saccades to the singleton distractor in the low
frequency condition than the high frequency condition. Further, since the singleton presence cost was
equivalent between the mixed and fixed color conditions, we expected no differences in saccade behavior
in the fixed and mixed color conditions. However, if the singleton presence cost is due to an overall
filtering cost, we would expect no differences in first saccades between any conditions.
The proportion of trials with a first saccade to the singleton (compared to the target or nonsingleton distractors) was entered into a frequency (low, high) x color (mixed, fixed) repeated measures
ANOVA. The results showed that the first saccade was more likely to be directed toward the singleton
location in the low frequency condition than high frequency condition (difference: 14.9%), F(1, 19) =
21.66, p < .001, η2 = .53, but there was no difference between the two color conditions (difference: 3.9%),
F < 1. The frequency x color interaction was also not significant, F(1, 19) = 1.25, p = .28, η2 = .06, despite
apparent trends. Overall, the eye-data are consistent with the RT results and demonstrate that the
frequency of the singleton had a large impact on the likelihood of attentional capture, but the variability of
the singleton color did not (Figure 4).

Proportion of first saccade to
singleton

Exp1. The proportion of first saccades
0.7

Mixed Color

0.6

Fixed Color

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Low Frequency

High Frequency

Figure 4. Proportion of trials with first saccades to the color singleton in Experiment 1. The triangle
indicates the proportion of trials with first saccades to the target and the circle indicates the proportion
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of trials with first saccades to a non-singleton distractor. The error bars represent within-subject 95%
confidence intervals.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, there was no effect of singleton color variability on singleton suppression (i.e.,
no difference in RT or first saccades on blocks of trials with only one fixed color singleton vs. three color
singletons). However, it is possible that three colors were sufficiently few for participants to build featurespecific distractor templates to suppress each singleton (Vatterot et al., 2018; Won & Geng, 2018). Thus,
color variability in Experiment 1 may not play a significant role in attentional capture, not because
variability doesn’t matter, but because we failed to introduce sufficient variability. In Experiment 2, we
rule out this alternative explanation by increasing the number of singleton colors to 192 different colors in
the mixed singleton color condition. If the lack of singleton variability in Experiment 1 is due to the
mixed condition containing too few colors, we should now observe a significant influence of singleton
color variability in attentional capture.

Methods

Participants. Twenty undergraduates from UC Davis (mean age=19.6 years, SD=1.6, range=18-24; 4
males; 1 left-handed) participated for course credit. This sample size was selected a priori to match the
sample size of Experiment 1. All provided informed consent in accordance with NIH guidelines provided
through the UCD Institutional Review Board.

Stimuli & apparatus. The stimuli were identical to Experiment 1 except for the following changes: The
fixed singleton color condition only had one singleton color per block and the mixed singleton condition
had 48 different singleton colors per block. 196 colors (4 colors for the 4 fixed singleton color blocks and
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192 colors for 4 mixed color blocks) were randomly chosen from 360 CIE Lab color wheel (radius = 39,
luminance = 70, a* = 0, b* = 0, Figure 5A). Other aspects were the same as Experiment 1.

Design & procedure. The procedure was identical with Experiment 1 except that the singleton frequency
was always 80% and for both the fixed and mixed singleton color blocks (Figure 5B). There were eight
blocks (60 trials per block) composed from four mixed color blocks and four fixed color blocks. The
order of two types of blocks was randomized.

......

A.

B.

Figure 5. A. Color wheel from which singleton colors were selected. 196 colors were randomly chosen
for use as color singletons. B. Examples of search displays. Inter-trial fixation displays are not included,
for illustrative clarity.

Analyses. Eye movement and RT data were analyzed identically to Experiment 1. Trials with no eye
movement data (.2%), trials with a fixation landing more than 1.75° from the nearest IA borders (2.8%),
and trials with inaccurate and RTs longer than 3SD above each individual’s mean (4.6%) were excluded
from analyses. Post hoc analyses based on results from the analyses of variance (ANOVAs) report
Greenhouse–Geisser corrected p value. Overall search accuracy was high (mean: 96.9%; SD: 1.9) and
therefore only RT data were included in subsequent analyses.
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Results and discussion

Visual search RT. A singleton color (mixed, fixed) x singleton presence (present, absent) ANOVA
revealed longer RTs on singleton present trials than singleton absent trials (difference: 32-msec), F(1, 19)
= 10.72, p = .004, η2 = .36, but there was no significant difference between the mixed and fixed color
conditions (BF01 = 3.22), nor was there a significant interaction, Fs < 1. Unlike Experiment 1, there was
no overall slowing in the mixed compared to fixed blocks. However, the BFs were relatively weak (BF10
= 1.80 in Experiment 1) in both cases rendering interpretation of the apparent discrepancy difficult
(Figure 6). Most importantly, the data for the mixed and fixed conditions were more 3.22 times more
likely if the null hypothesis is true than the alternative, suggesting that singleton suppression was identical
regardless of whether the singleton was always a fixed color or if it varied between 192 colors.
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Figure 6. Results of Experiment 2. A. Search RT. The number in each bar indicates the error rate (%). B.
Singleton-presence cost. The error bars represent within-subject 95% confidence intervals.

Repetition priming. We again tested repetition priming for the singleton color, and found very similar
results with Experiment 1. As in Experiment 1, there was a significant singleton repetition priming effect
such that RTs were shorter when the singleton appeared on a second consecutive trial than when it did not
appear in the previous trial (the average number of singleton repetition trials was 286.7; the average
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number of singleton non-repetition trials was 73.8), t(19) = 2.65, p = .016, Cohen’s d = .59, BF10 = 3.524.
However, there was no repetition effect of singleton location (the average number of location repetition
trials was 48.7; the average number of location non-repetition trials was 238), t(19) = 1.262, p = .22,
Cohen’s d = .28, BF01 = 2.15. Similarly, there was no priming effect associated with the specific color (the
average number of color repetition trials was 143; the average number of color non-repetition trials was
143.7), t(19) = 1.08, p = .294. Cohen’s d = .24, BF01 = 2.58 (Figure 7). These results replicate those from
Experiment 1 in showing that singleton repetition priming effect was applied to the singleton stimulus,
not its specific color or location suggesting that it was the suppression that was primed, not processing of
specific stimulus characteristics.
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Figure 7. Singleton repetition priming in Experiment 2. A. Singleton presence, B. Singleton location, and
C. Singleton color repetition priming. The error bars represent within-subject 95% confidence intervals.

First saccade. The proportion of trials with first saccades to the singleton in the mixed color condition
(30.4%) did not differ from that in the fixed color condition (29.0%), t(19) = 1.00, p = .328. Cohen’s d =
.225, BF01 = 2.76. This replicates the results from Experiment 1 and suggests that expectations regarding
color variability do not modulate attentional capture (Figure 8). Note that the rate of capture by the
singleton in this experiment is similar to that in Experiment 1 (mixed block: 38.2% and fixed block:
30.1%).

4

The permutation analysis using matched numbers of trials in the two conditions showed only 64% of t-values being greater than
the critical one-tailed t-value, and 50% above the two-tailed critical t-value. Thus, this analysis may have been affected by the
smaller number of trials included within the repetition condition and therefore the significant difference should be interpreted
with caution.
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Exp 2. The proportion of first saccades
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Figure 8. Proportion of trials having with first saccades to the color singleton in in Experiment 2. The
triangle indicates the proportion of trials with first saccades to the target and the circle indicates the
proportion of trials with first saccades to a non-singleton distractor. The error bars represent withinsubject 95% confidence intervals.

Experiment 3

The results from Experiment 1 and 2 suggest that high frequency singletons are well suppressed.
However, it remains unclear what was the source of the better suppression. One possibility is that the
frequency manipulation led to differential engagement of proactive vs. reactive suppression mechanisms.
The distinction between proactive and reactive mechanisms were originally proposed in the cognitive
control literature (Braver, 2012; Theeuwes, Atchley, & Kramer, 2000), but also apply to attentional
control mechanisms (Marini et al., 2016; Mazaheri, DiQuattro, Bengson, & Geng, 2011; for review,
Geng, 2014). In these studies, stronger probabilistic expectations may have led to greater use of proactive
suppression mechanisms that prevent attentional capture by the singleton in the first place. But because
proactive suppression is more effortful (Braver, 2012), it may be sufficient to rely on reactive
mechanisms when singletons are rare. In Experiment 3, we test whether participants adopt different
suppression strategies based on singleton frequency by using the capture-probe paradigm (Gaspelin et al.,
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2015, Gaspelin & Luck, 2017). If a proactive suppression mechanism is engaged, subjects should be
unable to report the letter from the probe at the location of the singleton, but if reactive mechanisms are
engaged, the letter at the singleton location should be reported even if the target letter is also reported.

Method

Participants. Twenty undergraduates from UC Davis (mean age=21.0 years, SD=1.4, range=19-24; 10
males; 1 left-handed) participated for course credit. This sample size was selected a priori to match the
sample size of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. All provided informed consent in accordance with NIH
guidelines provided through the UCD Institutional Review Board.

Stimuli & apparatus. Stimulus displays were identical to those of Experiment 1. Each of the four colors
from one color set was randomly assigned as the singleton color in four different blocks. The color set
assignment was counterbalanced across subjects (see method in Experiment 1 in detail). Importantly, this
experiment includes new probe sequences composed of a stimulus display followed by a response
display. The first display was composed of the same objects as the search display, but instead of oriented
bars within each object, there was an upper-case white alphanumeric letter (.4° tall). This was
immediately followed by a response display with the English alphabet in white. Subjects clicked on all
the letters that they saw in the previous display (up to six letters). A click on the “ok” button terminated
the trial. Probe displays always had one color singleton.

Design & procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 1 except for the following changes: The
frequency of singleton occurrence (low, high) was manipulated across four blocks - two low frequency
blocks and two high frequency blocks. The order of these blocks was randomized. The singleton colors
were always “fixed”, but given the results from the previous two Experiments, we would expect the
results to be the same for "mixed" singleton color conditions. Most importantly, on some trials, a probe
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sequence occured (see above). On "early probe" trials, the probe display replaced the search trial entirely,
lasted for 200-ms, and was followed by the response display; on “late probe” trials, the search display
appeared for 200-ms before being replaced by the probe display for 200-ms, after which the response
display appeared.
On all probe trials, participants were asked to report as many letters as they could remember from
the probe display by clicking on letters (up to six letters) on the response display. The total number for
trials for low frequency condition was 216 trials that consisted of 144 singleton absent trials, 24 singleton
present trials, 24 early probe trials, and 24 late probe trials. For the high-frequency condition, there were
also 216 trials that consisted of 48 singleton absent trials, 120 singleton present trials, 24 early probe
trials, and 24 late probe trials (Figure 9).

Probe sequence
Response display
Probe display

……

Search display

Until response

+

200-ms
500-ms

+

Until response
500-ms

Figure 9. The trial procedure in Experiment 3. The procedure is the same as previous experiments, but
now includes probe sequence trials. In this example, the second trial is a probe trial (i.e., a probe display
followed by a response display). On response displays, participants clicked all the letters that they
remembered from the probe display.
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RT, Eye movement, and probe analyses. As in previous experiments, we excluded inaccurate trials and
trials with the fixation landing more than 1.75° from the nearest IA border (2.9%), trials with no eye
movement data (.1%), and incorrect trials or ones with RTs longer than 3SD above each individual’s
mean (7.0%). Altogether, 10.0% of trials were excluded. When needed for post hoc analyses, we report
the Greenhouse–Geisser corrected p value. Overall search accuracy was high (mean: 94.3%; SD: 5.7), and
therefore we only use RT in subsequent analyses.

Results and discussion

Probe report. The main question of interest is whether the report of letters located on the target, singleton,
and non-singleton shapes differ between the two frequency conditions. The rate of letter reports was
independent at each location because subjects were asked to report as many letters as possible. A 3-way
ANOVA with letter location (target, singleton, non-singleton), singleton frequency (low, high), and probe
type (early, late) showed three significant main effects (letter location, F(1.17, 22.19) = 110.42, p < .001,
η2 = .85, singleton frequency, F(1, 19) = 4.54, p = .046, η2 = .19 ,and probe type, F(1, 19) = 168.84, p <
.001, η2 = .90). Letter location significantly interacted with the singleton frequency, F(1.41, 26.81) =
14.43, p < .001, η2 = .43, and with the probe type, F(1.21, 23.02) = 54.88, p < .001, η2 = .74, but the
interaction between singleton frequency x probe type was not significant, F(1, 19) = 2.76, p = .113. The
three-way interaction was also significant, F(2, 38) = 21.58, p < .001, η2 = .53.
Because the three-way interaction was significant, we conducted two 2-way ANOVAs, dividing
the data based on probe type (early and late) to clarify the source of the 3-way interaction. Within the
early probe trials, there was a significant main effect of letter location, F(1.05, 19.96) = 33.27, p < .001,
η2 = .64, but neither a main effect of singleton frequency nor 2-way interaction was significant, Fs < 1.
The effect of letter location was due to more reports of the singleton letter than of the target, t(19) = 7.47,
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pBonf < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.23, or non-singleton, t(19) = 8.29, pBonf < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.38; report of the
target letter and the non-singleton were not different, t(19) = 1.92, pBonf = .19. Early on, there is no benefit
for singleton suppression in the high probability condition, suggesting that it takes some time to initiate.
However, because participants reported very few letters (.69 per trial) on early probe trials compared to
late-probe trials (1.12 per trial), t(19) = 10.24, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.29, Log(BF10) = 15, we interpret
these results with caution.
Next, we conducted the same two-way ANOVA with letter location (target, singleton, nonsingleton) and singleton frequency (low, high) on the late probe trials. We found significant main effects
of letter location, F(2, 38) = 163.36, p < .001, η2 = .90, and singleton frequency, F(1, 19) = 5.42, p = .03,
η2 = .22, and a significant interaction between letter location and singleton frequency, F(2, 38) = 23.05, p
< .001, η2 = .55. The interaction was due to a double dissociation such that the letter at the target location
was reported more often in the high frequency condition than low frequency condition, t(19) = 4.27, p <
.001, Cohen’s d = .95, BF10 = 78.38, but the letter at the singleton location was reported more often in the
low frequency condition than high frequency condition, t(19) = 4.61, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.03, BF10 =
155.66. This suggests that in the high frequency condition, the singleton distractor was better suppressed
than in the low frequency condition, which allowed better selection of the target. Non-singleton
distractors were reported on less than 10% of trials and there was no difference between the two
frequency conditions, t(19) = 1.48, p = .156, Cohen’s d = .331, BF01 = 1.69.
More reports of the target letter and fewer reports of the letter in the singleton in the high
frequency condition suggests that participants were better able to use a strategy of proactive suppression
when they expected frequent singleton distractors. Proactive suppression reduced the proportion of trials
when attention was captured by the singleton (indicated by singleton letter reports) and increased the
proportion of target letter reports. However, it is interesting that even in the high frequency condition, the
rate of singleton letter reports was still higher than target location reports, indeed it was almost twice as
high (.54 vs. .21). This suggests that increasing singleton frequency facilitates distractor suppression, but
does not eliminate attentional capture by all singleton distractors. In contrast, when expectations of the
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singleton were low, participants relied more on a reactive strategy to suppress the distractor and disengage
attention after capture by the singleton (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Probe report in Experiment 3. A. The number of letter reports per trial on target location, B.
The number of letter reports per trial on singleton location, C. The number of letter reports per trial on
any of non-singleton locations. The error bars represent within-subject 95% confidence intervals.

Visual search RTs. We conducted a two-way ANOVA with singleton frequency (low, high) and singleton
presence (present, absent). The results replicated those of Experiment 1: longer RTs were found for
singleton present trials than singleton absent trials (difference: 244-msec), F(1, 19) = 181.73, p < .001, η2
= .91; the overall RTs between high and low frequency conditions did not differ, F(1, 19) = 2.24, p =
.151, but importantly, there was a significant 2-way interaction between singleton frequency and singleton
presence, F(1, 19) = 64.88, p < .001, η2 = .77. Consistent with the results of Experiment 1, the interaction
was due to a larger singleton presence cost in the low frequency condition than the high frequency
condition, although post-hoc pairwise t-tests found significant singleton presence costs for both
conditions (low frequency: t(19) = 12.80, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.86, Log(BF10) = 18.47; high frequency
condition, t(19) = 7.54, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.69, Log(BF10) = 10.64) (Figure11).
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Figure 11. Results of Experiment 3. A. Search RT. B. Singleton-presence cost. The number in each bar
indicates the error rate (%). The error bars represent within-subject 95% confidence intervals.

Repetition priming. We again analyzed the repetition priming effects of the singleton and replicated the
significant singleton repetition priming effect (the average number of singleton repetition trials was 58.3;
the average number of singleton non-repetition trials was 72.8), t(19) = 3.96, p < .001, Cohen’s d = .89,
BF10 = 42.59. In contrast, repetitions of singleton location did not reach to significance (the average
number of location repetition trials was 10.1; the average number of location non-repetition trials was
48.2), t(19) = 1.810, p = .086, Cohen’s d = .41, BF01 = 1.09 (Figure 12). These results replicate those of
Experiments 1 and 2, providing strong evidence that singleton suppression was facilitated by repetitions
even when the specific properties of the singleton (location and color) do not.
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Figure 12 Singleton repetition priming in Experiment 3. A. Singleton presence, B. Singleton location. The
error bars represent within-subject 95% confidence intervals.
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First saccade destination. The difference in proportion of first saccades to the singleton distractor
between two frequency conditions replicated the results of Experiment 1: more first saccades were went
to the singleton distractor in the low frequency condition than in the high frequency condition (difference
= 10.2%), t(19) = 2.80, p = .011, Cohen’s d = .626, BF10 =4.57 (Figure 13). Notably, however, there were
still more first saccades directed to the singleton than the target (values).
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Figure 13. Proportion of trials having with first saccades to the color singleton in Experiment 3. The
triangle indicates the proportion of trials having with first saccades to the target and the circle indicates
the proportion of trials having with first saccades to a non-singleton distractor. The error bars represent
within-subject 95% confidence intervals.

General Discussion

In a series of three experiments, we examined how probabilistic expectations modulate singleton
suppression. Two types of expectations – singleton occurrence and singleton color – were manipulated by
frequency and color variability, respectively. In Experiment 1, both singleton frequency (low or high) and
color variability (mixed or fixed) were manipulated: We found that increasing singleton frequency
strongly reduced attentional capture by the singleton, but changing color variability had no effect on
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attentional capture. These results suggest that having strong expectations for the presence of a singleton
enhances suppression mechanisms that are sensitive to second order salience information. This means that
subjects are able to adopt a generalizable “singleton” suppression mode rather than a specific featurebased suppression mode. In Experiment 2, we ruled out the possibility that generalized singleton
suppression was due to insufficient variability of singleton colors by using new singleton colors on every
trial (6 colors in Experiment 1 vs. 192 colors in Experiment 2). Finally, in Experiment 3, we used the
capture probe paradigm (Gaspelin et al., 2015; Gaspelin & Luck, 2017), and found that the likelihood of
attentional capture by the singleton 200-400-msec after its onset is much higher in the low frequency
condition than the high frequency condition, although attentional capture is not eliminated in the high
frequency condition. This suggests that the low frequency of singleton relies more heavily on reactive
suppression mechanisms that disengage attention from singleton quickly in order to locate the target, but
that proactive suppression mechanisms that prevent attention capture from singleton in the first place are
more often engaged in the high frequency condition. Subjects appear to exploit proactive mechanisms to
suppress salient distractor when their occurrence can be expected, but also still sometimes relied on
reactive mechanisms.
In addition to the RT findings that singleton suppression generalized over specific singleton color
values, we also found singleton repetition priming effects albeit some of the effects were weaker than
others. Importantly, the repetition priming effect was neither location specific nor color specific. RTs
were shorter on trials when a singleton appeared in the previous trial, even when the location and color of
the singleton did not repeat. This suggests that singleton priming effects, similar to our search RT results,
were based on processing of second order salience, or singleton status, rather than a specific feature or
location. The consistency between priming effects and overall behavior in showing sensitivity to the
singleton rather than its specific color or location, supports the notion that suppression mechanisms in this
study operated at the level of second order salience and not specific features.
One might argue that our frequency effects were due to enhancement of the gray target in the
high frequency blocks, rather than increased suppression of color singleton distractors. If this was true, we
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would have observed better (i.e., faster and more accurate) performance for the singleton absent trials in
the high frequency condition than that the low frequency condition. However, search performance was
not different between conditions when the singleton was absent.
A couple of interesting questions remain to be answered. The results in Experiment 3 suggest that
subjects were better at suppressing singleton distractors in the high frequency blocks because stronger
expectations allowed them to better exploit proactive suppression of second order salience. However,
some might argue that attention was actually engaged by the singleton, but it was too rapidly disengaged
for subject to recognize the letter on the singleton. This is possible and requires another experimental
design with finer temporal resolution. Another interesting open question is whether there are limits to the
generalization of singleton suppression based on the range of color exposure. In these studies we only
used either 1, 6, or 192 singleton colors. It therefore remains unclear where the boundary is between the
decision to use suppression for a feature-based singleton vs. suppression of second order singleton
salience. It may be that the boundary depends on working memory capacity limits, but this remains to be
tested.
In summary, the current results, in combination with previous studies (Bacon & Egeth, 1994;
Moher et al., 2012; Gaspelin & Luck, 2017), suggest that distractor suppression can operate on both
specific features (presumably held in a distractor template within working memory) as well as second
order singleton defined saliency. Both in RT and repetition priming effects, the strength of suppression
was not affected by expectations of the singleton's location or color, but only by its appearance.
Interestingly, second order salience suppression was possible for a color singleton distractor even though
the target was also defined by a singleton, albeit in the shape dimension. This suggests that singleton
search mode may be dimensional constrained (Müller, Reimann, & Krummenacher, 2003). Additionally,
our results suggest that probabilistic expectations of singleton occurrence enhance suppression by
boosting the use of proactive over reactive mechanisms. Together these results indicate that distractor
suppression, like target selection, can operate at different levels of stimulus processing and be flexibly
attuned to the type of information expected within the current environment.
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